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Abstract
In this paper a novel probability based measure is presented that shows good results for
real time blind speaker segmentation. In such task there is no previous information about
the identity or how many speakers there are. Similar to the Bayesian Information Criterion
(BIC), the proposed measure indicates the similarity between two speech segments on either
side of a given test point. By computing cross probabilities between both segments, an
abrupt decrease of the measure value indicates the existence of an acoustic change point. A
scrolling window implementation, in a similar way that is used in metric based techniques,
is shown to give better results regarding speed and change detection. This measure allows
building real-time systems.
Tests with Broadcast news data show a general improvement compared to the commonly
used BIC method.
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1

Introduction

Segmenting a speech utterance into the different speakers that appear in the conversation has many
applications. There are applications in speech and speaker recognition, audio/speaker indexing
and transcription techniques, among others. Speaker segmentation consists of finding the temporal
positions where there is an acoustic change that indicates a change of speaker or background
conditions.
We can find in the literature some methods applied to address speaker segmentation. Metric
based techniques [1] define acoustic distance measures to evaluate the similarity between two adjacent windows of speech. Such windows are scrolled through the speech utterance and the resulting
distances curve is evaluated to find speaker changes. Another method that is often used is the
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) [2]. Given a working speech segment and a proposed change
point, the segments at both sides of that point are modeled with one or two Gaussian models. The
difference between both alternatives compared to the complexity of training more parameters is
used to decide if that is a feasible changing point. The working window scrolls until the end of
the utterance is found. In order to increase the performance and/or precision, some systems use a
double pass algorithm with either of these methods used alone or combined. Another method uses
iterative segmentation ([3],[4]) where speakers are added or deleted until the optimum number of
speakers and segmentation is found.
In this paper we present a new measure and demonstrate how we have used it in speaker
segmentation, giving very interesting results. Similar to the BIC formulation, it measures the
dissimilarity between two adjacent segments connected with a test point. In this approach each
segment is modeled with a Gaussian distribution without any restriction on the topology used. The
evaluation of each point is performed by calculating the cross probabilities of each segment given
the other segment’s model. It is decided that it is an acoustic changing point if the value falls below
a predefined threshold.
A double-pass scrolling-window system is proposed, similar to the acoustic distance measures
techniques, to be used with the proposed measure. It strives for simplicity, computational efficiency
and solving problems like the masking of acoustic changes after one has been detected, present in
common BIC implementations. We call the system presented Cross-Probabilities-BIC (XBIC).

2

BIC theory background

The Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) is a well known method for speaker segmentation ([2]).
It allows the creation of real time systems.
Given Θ = {θ(j)ǫℜd |jǫ1 . . . N }, a sequence of N observation vectors with dimension d, that
have been parameterized from the speech signal to be segmented.
The Bayesian information criterion for Θ is a penalized log likelihood as follows:
BICΘ = L − ΛP

(1)

Where P is a penalty term and λ is a free design parameter dependent on the data being modeled.
By default it is set to 1.
Given a point θ(i)ǫΘ, we can define 2 partitions from Θ: Θ1 = {θ1 (1) . . . θ1 (i)} and Θ2 =
{θ2 (i + 1) . . . θ2 (N )} with lengths N1 and N2 .
1

In many of the systems present in the bibliography ([2], [5], [6], [7]), the data is modeled with
a full single Gaussian of dimension d. Therefore the likelihood L becomes:
1
L = − N log|Σ| + N C
2

(2)

Where |Σ| is the determinant of the covariance matrix and C is a constant, − 21 d(1 + log(2π)).
For some applications we would like to have more flexibility in choosing the kind of models to
use. The likelihood can be written as:
L = P(Θ|λ) =

N
X

logp(θ(k)|λ)

(3)

k=1

When making a decision wether there is an acoustic change at point θi , we consider two hypotheses: two independent models best fit the data on both sides of the change point θi versus one
single model fitting all of the data. The best hypothesis is chosen by evaluating
∆BIC = BICΘ − (BICΘ1 +Θ2 )

(4)

As it is seen in [4], ∆BIC is formulated as the ratio between the log probabilities of both
hypotheses in the following way:
1
(5)
∆BIC(i) = P(Θ|λ) − [P(Θ1 |λ1 ) + P(Θ2 |λ2 )] − ΛKlogN
2
Where λ1 , λ2 and λ represent the models for partitions Θ1 , Θ2 and Θ respectively. K is the
difference in the number of parameters between λ1 and λ2 and Λ is a design constant.
It is decided that there is an acoustic changing point if ∆BIC > 0, meaning that two models
better fit the data than one.

3

Probabilistic distance measure for Hidden Markov Models

Let us show that the development of BIC into probabilistic terms is related in some sense with the
distance introduced by L. Rabiner in [8],[9] as a probabilistic distance measure for Hidden Markov
Models. Rabiner defined a distance measure between two existing Markov models as a combination
of the likelihoods of two sets of artificially generated data evaluated by the two models.
Given two HMM models defined by λ1 = (A1 , B1 , π1 ) and λ2 = (A2 , B2 , π2 ) we consider that
each of them is able to generate a data set Θ1 = {θ1 (1), . . . , θ1 (N1 )}, Θ2 = {θ2 (1), . . . , θ2 (N2 )}.
The distance, noted D(λi , λj ), between the two different models is defined as:
D(λi , λj ) =

1
(P(Θj |λi) − P(Θj |λj))
Nj

(6)

Where in general:
P(Θi |λj ) =

Ni
X

log p(θi (k)|λj )

(7)

k=1

As the distance D(λi , λj ) is not symmetric, we need also to take into account its counterpart
D(λj , λi ). The probability distance is finally:
Drab =

D(λi , λj ) + D(λj , λi )
2
2

(8)
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Figure 1: XBIC distance plot for a segment with different speakers

4

Cross Probabilities Method

Meanwhile the distance in (8) was defined to compare a pair of existing models by using artificially generated data, we propose to compare the two sequences of existing observation vectors by
calculating the distance between two models trained with them.
If we assume that the two segments have the same length (N1 = N2 ) and rearranging the terms
in equation (8) we can define:
′

Drab = (P(Θ1 |λ2 ) + P(Θ2 |λ1 )) − (P(Θ1 |λ1 ) + P(Θ2 |λ2 ))

(9)

Equation (9) is similar to expression (5) but it does not have a penalty term, which just moves
to 0 the decision threshold of the hypothesis test. In both methods we are defining a hypothesis
test between two terms. The second term (P(Θ1 |λ1 ) + P(Θ2 |λ2 ))is common in both equations and
relates to how well the data is modeled by two independent models.
The first term from eq. (9) and (5) measures how well both segments are related to each
other. In the BIC formulation this is done by evaluating how a single model containing all the data
performs. In (9) it tests how well each segment’s model can represent the other segment’s data. In
both cases, the more similar the two segments are, the bigger the resulting probability will be.
Given a speech segment, the distance proposed in (9) has a value close to 0 for points within
similar acoustic regions and becomes negative when they are dissimilar. Minimums in this distance
measure show places where acoustic changes are most provable. In such change points the value
measures decreases abruptly mainly due to the cross probabilities, being the second term residual.
As our interest is on finding acoustic changes, we can simplify the equation and define the XBIC
measure as:
XBIC(i) = (P (Θ1 |λ2 ) + P (Θ2 |λ1 ))
(10)
When evaluating each speech segment with the opposite model it measures how acoustically
close are both segments. bigger values (negative, close to 0) represent more similar segments and
the smaller the value, the more probable is that they belong to a different speaker.
In figure (1) we show the XBIC(i) measure for a speech segment with different speakers where
segments Θ1 and Θ2 have been scrolled through the speech segment and the measure calculated
3
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Figure 2: Score plots for a segment containing different speakers
in each point. The existence of low value regions in the plot indicates candidates to be acoustic
changing points. By defining an appropriate threshold we conclude that there is an acoustic change
if XBIC(i) < T hrXBIC
In figure (4) we plot the BIC and XBIC measure for a speech segment containing several
speaker changes, possible change points get magnified using XBIC. We therefore can reduce the
false detection of changes, which is a well known problem for the BIC approach.

5

Segmentation System Architecture

It is desirable for many systems based on BIC and metric distances to be implemented in real time.
In order to test the new measure, a sequential architecture is proposed which resembles the metric
based systems. This architecture uses the XBIC distance and achieves increased accuracy using a
two passes algorithm.
As seen in figure (3), as the signal enters the system it is parameterized with MFCC coefficients.
The probability distance algorithm is then computed in two steps, in a similar way to [7], in order
to ensure a good tradeoff between speed and accuracy. A first pass calculates the XBIC measures
until the acoustic change criteria is met. Then a second pass looks around that point to find the
exact change point. In both passes the decision point joins two segments of equal length- T frames.
In the second pass T can be reduced, to focus in on the region around the proposed change point.
To meet the acoustic change criteria the XBIC measure must fall below a predefined threshold
and the value must me an absolute minimum among neighboring measures. This is done to minimize
the amount of false detections due to local minima.
A distance Df ast and Dslow is applied between measures for the first and second passes respectively, which increases the quickness of the algorithm while no possible changing points are found
(Df ast >> Dslow ). The second pass is computed in a window of length ±Df ast frames around the
possible change point to find the exact location.
Once an acoustic change point has been decided by both steps, this is output and the algorithm
continues with the distance computation one frame after the detected point.
In order to compare the use of fixed versus variable length segments we have also implemented
the XBIC measure following [7]. Given a fixed analysis window, evaluation points define different
length segments. If a speaker change is detected a new fixed window is defined starting at that
change point. If no change is found, the fixed window is enlarged and the process is restarted.
In order to compare BIC with XBIC, we have implemented BIC using this same system.
4
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Figure 3: Speaker segmentation system architecture using XBIC

6
6.1

Experimental Results
Experimental Setup

Two databases have been used to test the proposed XBIC measure and the system in which it is
implemented: the 1996 HUB-4 Evaluation Test material and the 1997 HUB-4 Evaluation material.
The first one consists of more than two hours of English Broadcast News in a variety of different
acoustic conditions, with almost 400 speaker changes split in four files from four shows in different
radio stations. The second one has 512 speaker changes, with similar conditions to the 1996 test.
For all cases the input signal has been parameterized using 32 MFCC coefficients (16 static +
16 dinamic), extracted every 10ms with a 25ms window size. In all systems, GMM models with
one Gaussian and full covariance were used.
For both implementations, we selected step sizes of Df ast = 0.1s, Dslow = 0.01s. The segment
length is T1st pass = 4 seconds and T2nd pass = 2 for the fixed size system, and all to Tmin = 4
seconds for the variable size window.
For both systems using XBIC and BIC, several thresholds and λ values have been selected in
order to plot curves representing various possible cases.

6.2

Evaluation and Results

Two kinds of error measures have been computed, false detection (FD) and false rejection (FR):
# f alse detections
total amount of detections

(11)

# missed detections
total amount of true changing points

(12)

%F D =
%F R =

In some publications these values are inverted and instead they use the recall as RCL = 1−F R,
and the precision as P RC = 1 − F D.
In order to summarize these two metrics into one, the F measure is defined as:
F =

2 ∗ P RC ∗ RCL
P RC + RCL

(13)

The script used for the evaluation is called eval seg and is also used in COST278 evaluations (see
[10]), with the same evaluation conditions.
Our first experiments are directed to compare the two alternative system implementations using
the XBIC measure. Both systems have been tested with both databases and the EER (Equal Error
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Figure 4: DET curves for BIC and XBIC for both databases used in evaluation
Rate) point (for which False Rejection and False Detection errors are the same) has been computed.
The F value is computed for these cases.
F measure
fixed segments
variable segments

HUB-4 96
55.84
51.47

HUB-4 97
63.68
48.88

Table 1: XBIC measure results using different segment lengths
As we can see in table (1), for both databases the fixed window approach outperforms the
variable window system. The global average improvement a 19,4%. Such difference was expected
as (9) was defined under the hypothesis that both signal segments had the same length.
The next step is to compare the XBIC measure using the proposed system architecture and
the BIC algorithm with variable size segments. We can see in figure (4) the DET curves for both
methods and for both databases taken into consideration.
In both databases the XBIC method outperforms the BIC algorithm in almost all considered
evaluation points. In the EER point the F values using XBIC are 3% higher in HUB-4 96 and
18% higher in HUB-4 97 than using BIC. This indicates a substantial dependence of segmentation
algorithms with the nature of the data. For the HUB-4 96 database both systems behave almost
the same way, but for HUB-4 97 data, XBIC is clearly better.
We can see also how the DET curve for XBIC is more linear than the one from BIC, which
increases the difference between the two for values other than the EER case. In practice, this allows
systems to be built using different working points, still with similar characteristics to the EER.
The measure of XBIC involves less computational cost than BIC. XBIC only trains one model
on each segment, whereas BIC needs also to train the compound model.
By using the proposed system instead of a variable-size segments system, we obtain two main
improvements. On the one hand is the speed and simplicity of the system. In the proposed
architecture the algorithm advances with fixed steps and it doesn’t back up unless a potential
change point is found. In the variable-size-segments system, until the potential change point is
6

found the algorithm keeps backing up and repeating the measures in a slightly modified window.
This significantly increases the computation time.
On the other hand, once a change point is found, the proposed architecture restarts the measures
right after the change point, being able to detect new change points immediately. By using BIC
with a standard system, after a change point is found a fixed segment size is set for the first segment,
masking any change points within that region. Furthermore, if any exists within that region, it
affects the detection of other changes.

7

Conclusions

In this paper we present a novel measure (XBIC) to perform real-time blind speaker segmentation.
Similar to the BIC method, a hypothesis test is performed evaluating whether one or two Gaussian
models best represent the data from two adjacent segments.
The XBIC measure takes the decision by calculating the cross-probabilities between each data
segment and the model trained with data from the other segment. For a given acoustic change point
there is an abrupt decrease in the measure. This is easy to detect using a predefined threshold.
We have implemented the XBIC measure using a system with two fixed length segments scrolling
through the input speech with a two passes algorithm. It is a simple system which gives good results.
Tests on Broadcast news data show that the proposed system behaves similarly or better than
BIC and has a more linear error curve. This shows that XBIC is an interesting alternative to the
common BIC based systems as it opens new possibilities and solves existing problems like masking
regions after detected speaker changes and excessive false detections.
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